
                                             

Copying and Merging Applications in PM Power Series

User Need:

Many PanelMate users, OEMs, System Integrators, and end users alike need to be able to
manage multiple applications.  Reusing displays and symbols between applications is
critical for development efficiency. First time users would also like to be able to copy
standard screens and symbols into their applications as a good starting point.  In previous
PanelMate versions a Copy/Merge utility was required to do this.  How is it done in the new
Windows Editor for PanelMate Power Series?

Solution:

The PanelMate Power Series Windows Editor contains two basic tools which can be used
to accomplish this, Import/Export and the windows clipboard.  If both applications reside in
the same Power Series database, whether or not they are different on-line unit types, the
Windows clipboard is all that is needed.

Copying Applications Within a Single Data Base:

To copy an entire page from one application to another in the same database use the data-
base tree view window.  Select the page you wish to copy and click on the copy icon (or
use the Edit-Copy pull-down menu) which places the entire page in the Windows clipboard.
Next select either the application name or the Configuration Pages under the application
which you wish to copy to and click on the paste icon (or Edit-Paste pull-down menu) which
pastes the page to the new application.  If you are going from a PM4000 application to a
PM2000 or PM3000 a warning dialog box will be displayed indicating that any fifth control
button information will be lost.  If the same page number already exists in the destination
application a warning dialog box will indicate that the existing page will be overwritten.

If any of the pages that are copies have symbol references which don’t exist in the
destination application an error message will show up on the page saying ‘Symbol “XXXX”
is undefined’.  If this happens you need to follow the same basic steps to copy those
symbols from the source application to the destination application.  Select the symbol to
copy and click on the copy icon.  Next select either the application name or the Symbol
Library under the destination application and click the paste icon.  Once you have pasted
all the symbols used on the copied displays into the destination application’s symbol library
all of the undefined symbol errors will go away.

This same technique can be used to copy the entire system parameters section, message
file, system on-line labels and fonts from one application to another.  If only portions of a
page or message file need to be copied the clipboard is used by first selecting the desired
page elements or messages and using the copy and paste icons.



Copying Applications Between Two Data Bases:

To copy applications between two different data bases, or to copy PanelMate V2.11
Common Platform applications into Power Series, the export and import tools need to be
used.  A Power Series application first needs to be exported to a .PPS file to copy between
data bases whereas V2.11 .PC?  Files are already in export format and can simply be
imported into a database.  Once a .PPS or .PC?  file is imported, pages, symbols, etc.
may be copied as explained in the preceding section.

Copying  an Entire Data Base from one PC to Another:

Sometimes it is easier and less time consuming to simply copy an entire data base with
multiple applications to another system.  If a user needs to keep many applications on one
system it can be advantageous to place different groups of applications in separate data
bases. Useful tools for compressing and decompressing a data base so that it can fit on a
single floppy disk are PKZIP and PKUNZIP.  These are DOS shareware utilities which use
a simple run-length compression algorithm to minimize file sizes for modem transmission
or floppy backup.  The PanelMate Power Series default database built by the installation
procedure is a set of  99 files placed in the MODEL subdirectory of the PMCONFIG
directory.  To create a compressed file of the MODEL subdirectory perform the following
steps from DOS:

c:\ >  cd\pmconfig\model  <return>
c:\pmconfig\model>  pkzip model_db  *.*  <return>

As long as pkzip.exe is in a directory included in a previous DOS path statement (such as
c:\DOS), these two commands will create the compressed file model_db.ZIP which holds
the 99 files which make up the MODEL database.  To create another database on the
same or another PC, use file manager to create another directory (for this example name it
NEW_MOD) under PMCONFIG and copy model_db.ZIP into the new directory.  Using the
File-Associate option in the File Manager assign PKUNZIP.EXE to model_db.ZIP, then
double click on model_db.ZIP.  This will unzip all 99 files into the new directory and restore
them to their original uncompressed form.

Switching Between Data Bases:

In order to switch between data bases from within the Power Series Windows editor use
the File-Open Data Base pull down menu.  You will be prompted that the current data base
will be closed, and if changes were made you will be prompted to save the open data base.
Once this is done a dialog box will allow you to select the new data base subdirectory
NEW_MOD.
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